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ABSTRACT
Career growth in academia is often dependent on student reviews of university profes-
sors. A growing concern is how evaluation of teaching has been affected by gender biases
throughout the reviewing process. However, pinpointing the exact causes and consequen-
tial effects of this form of gender inequality has been a hard task.
Current work focusses on university-wide student reviewing system, that depends on
objective responses on a Likert scale to measure various aspects of an instructor’s qual-
ity. Through our work, we access online student review data which are not limited by
geographies, universities, or disciplines.
Thereafter, we come up with a systematic approach to assess the various ways in which
gender inequality is apparent from the student reviews. We also suggest a possible way
in which bias related to the gender of a professor could be detected from both objective
numerical measures and subjective opinions in reviews. Finally, we assess a logistic re-
gression learning algorithm to find the most important factors that can help in identifying
gender inequality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Perhaps the importance of achieving gender equality is well represented by the fact that
the United Nations have made it one of their top organizational priorities1. The present
is a critical moment in time, considering the disparate state of genders in today’s society.
While the equilibrium has been attained in some quarters of the society, many others
still remain to achieve parity. According to various UN reports, no country has yet
achieved complete equality, and sections of the world face an alarmingly high rate of
gender inequality in the form of violence and lack of safety, health access, education and
income disparity. Gender inequality marginalizes rights by virtue of a person’s gender,
thus depraving the chance to a fair economic, cultural and social environment. This
form of inequality is often fuelled by discriminatory attitudes, social norms and cultural
beliefs. Being a long standing problem, it has limited opportunities to realize one’s own
potential, especially among women. These disadvantages are often fuelled by lack of
access to essential services, thus restricting growth. To combat this issue, it is highly
essential to investigate the key underlying factors such as gender roles and gender bias
that retard the achievement of gender inequality.
The internet, with its vast expanse of outreach and ability to engage the populations
across political, social and geographical boundaries may serve as a common tool to assess
as well as to curb gender related issues. Even today, texts serve as the major medium
of communication between any two parties. This enables us to investigate a history
1Planet 50-50 by 2030: Step It Up for Gender Equality
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of easily available communication, and may open avenues to detecting several forms of
gender discrimination. While sensitive data is often protected, there are other public
sources of data in the form of open social media transcripts, weblogs, public comments,
discussion forums and threads and product/service reviews. A great platform to mine
opinion, sentiment and other macro level reactionary information from the populace, the
internet can serve as a great starting point in the pursuit of understanding various forms
of gender biases. Also, the currency of information flow on internet platforms ensures
that contemporary facts are easily identified. This makes the scrutiny of more recent
issues relatively easier.
A very recent study aimed at identifying the reasons behind lack of women in scholarly
pursuits revealed that gender biases have a key role in putting women at a tough spot
in their pursuit of a career in research (Boring, 2015). The study also detailed at how
gender biased student reviews hold back female faculty members from achieving their full
potential. Our work is inspired from this study, and harnesses the power of the internet
to expand the scope of available data to be put under observation.
Our goal in this study is to identify and report the key areas of the student review process
where gender inequality is starkly evident, and formulate an empirical process by which
gender biases can be detected, if indeed they are present. While it is hard to track every
possible source of student review websites with vastly differing opinions about multiple
faculty members across several universities, we fixate on one such popular website that
records most of the important details in their reviews. Coincidentally, the website also
curates the largest database amongst all of its competitors. This enables us to expand
the horizons of study across different geographies, disciplines and allows us to follow the
differing trends over time.
In this thesis, we follow a systematic approach to detecting the presence of gender bias.
We first identify a list of hundred questions with regard to gender inequality, that can be
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further probed with the availability of apropos data. Thereon, we focus on a single issue -
teaching evaluations - and collect relevant data from online sources. Once the raw data is
cleaned and preprocessed, we use it to scope the presence of gender inequality. Finally, we
proceed to formulating a hypothesis to validate the existing gender bias among student
reviews. Our key contributions are:
1. Recognize the various ways in which the society is affected gender inequality, and
wrap them into a hundred relevant questions.
2. Collect information about university level instructors, identify their gender and
gather student review data from RateMyProfessors2.
3. Perform data analyses to report some interesting artefacts of the reviews that hint
at gender inequality.
4. Formulate a hypothesis on the presence of gender bias, and train a learning algo-
rithm to test and validate the hypothesis.
In the next chapter, we review previous research related to gender inequality in the
fields of economics, engineering, recruitment, software development and university level
teaching. In Chapter 3 we describe our data and perform preliminary analysis and report
some interesting facts and visualizations illustrating gender bias. Chapter 4 demonstrates
the experimental set up, and training a learner algorithm that validates the presence of
gender inequality, and identifies the key features that are most important in detecting
gender bias. Chapter 5 provides concluding remarks and discussion on how this work can
be carried on further. Finally among appendices, Appendix A lists a hundred questions
that has been recognized in respect to gender inequality. Appendix B provides a brief
overview of the data collection and class labelling process that enabled this study.
2http://ratemyprofessor.com
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Gender equality - a key human right, has been hard to achieve, and continues to be a
global challenge. Yet, it was only in 1964, that using gender as a basis of discrimination
was finally prohibited by the law in the United States.1. Subsequently, national and
international organizations have been established to achieve the much required parity. A
growing number of social scientists, policy makers, psychologists, educational researchers,
public health specialists, STEM researchers and human resource managers have stepped
in to investigate gender inequality. Needless to say, this problem deters socio-economical
growth and affects the world population at large.
It was perhaps Hausmann and colleagues who provided the most geographically detailed
analysis of gender based inequalities including data from 142 countries (Hausmann et al.,
2014). Analysing gender gap in health, educational attainment, economic participation
and political empowerment, they find that “no single country in the world has fully closed
the gender gap”. Societally, Glick and Fiske showed that gender inequality is derived from
both hostile and benevolent sexism, and impacts the genders by providing a justification
for gender roles (Glick and Fiske, 2001). Fuwa investigated the division of work in family
life and found that the share of work puts women at a disadvantage in lesser egalitarian
countries (Fuwa, 2004), and Jacobs found that women fare poorly in terms of outcomes
of schooling and access to college experience (Jacobs, 1996). A study by Kenworthy
and Malami concludes that the number of women involved in professional-type jobs are
1110 Cong. Rec. 2577 (1964)
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positively correlated with political representation of women nationally (Kenworthy and
Malami, 1999). Nevertheless, women have been preferred second to men in labor queues
(Reskin and Roos, 2009). From the perspective of crimes and violence, sexual violence
increases as educational and occupational statuses for women go lower (Yodanis, 2004);
and their homes being the most common place of an attack, with their partner being the
most likely offender, (Bruynooghe et al., 2000).
To provide further context to our work, we elaborate on (1) how gender inequality is
assessed in economics; (2) the effects of gender bias in college education with focus
on women in engineering schools; (3) how gender bias impacts recruitment and
hiring; and (4) the inequality that is associated with women’s contributions in open
source software. Then, (5) we shed light on teaching, and the problems associated
with student reviews. Finally, we discuss (6) how gender bias manifests itself in student
reviews of professors at a distinguished French university.
2.1 Economics and capability theory
Robeyns reasons that gender inequality can be conceptualized and assessed with relevant
capabilities using Amartya Sen’s capability approach (Robeyns, 2003). Capabilities are
people’s abilities to carry out certain functions. Examples include, but are not limited
to being well fed, community participation, being healthy, caring for others, and working
in the labor market. She uses fourteen such capabilities (see Table 2.1) to assess gender
inequality. While defending the choice of capabilities, she found that each capability is
affected by gender inequality in varying proportions. While there were no markers of
gender biases in the chances of being born in Western societies, women fared better than
men in terms of life expectancy at birth. In the case of mental well being, women suffered
more than men, with anxiety and depression being more common among women than
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Table 2.1: Capabilities
Capability Description
Life and physical
health
Being able to be physically healthy and enjoy life of normal
length
Mental well-being Being able to be mentally healthy
Bodily integrity and
safety
Being able to be protected from violence of any sort
Social relations Being able to be part of social networks and to give and receive
social support
Political empower-
ment
Being able to participate in and have a fair share of influence
on political decision-making
Education and knowl-
edge
Being able to be educated and to use and produce knowledge
Domestic work and
nonmarket care
Being able to raise children and to take care of others
Paid work and other
projects
Being able to work in the labor market or undertake projects,
including artistic ones
Shelter and environ-
ment
Being able to be sheltered and to live in a safe and pleasant
environment
Mobility Being able to be mobile
Leisure activities Being able to engage in leisure activities
Time-autonomy Being able to exercise autonomy in allocating one’s time
Respect Being able to be respected and treated with dignity
Religion Being able to choose to live or not to live according to a reli-
gion
men (Doyal, 2000). Women were also associated with more frequent and severe sexual and
physical violence. Women experienced most domestic violent attacks with their partner
being most probable attacker (Bruynooghe et al., 2000). As the frequency of reporting
such crimes vary, results still remain inconclusive about gender inequality. Owing to
more extensive networks in political and economic circles, men have better economic and
public life. Women, on the other hand involve themselves with informal networks of
friends and family (Fuhrer et al., 1999, Munch et al., 1997). While both genders have
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equal access to formal education, gendered social norms still continue to challenge young
women in accruing knowledge and pursuing degrees. Parents have been found to favor
their sons over their daughters when it comes down to providing encouragement to do
well at higher education. Teachers are found to be more attentive of male students as
compared to females and women are often alienated from traditionally ‘male’ courses such
as science and technology (Connell, 1989, Warrington and Younger, 2000). Politically,
females hold fewer offices across all countries. Female politicians often face masculine
culture in politics including power tussles, aggressive tonalities, continuous interruptions
between discussions, and so on (Robeyns, 2003). Domestically, women participate more
in ‘non-market’ care for children, elderly dependants and the sick (Robeyns, 2003). Lelli
and other researchers assess housing and neighborhood conditions which show no trace
of gender inequality (Lelli et al., 2001). Men have been found to spend significantly
more time towards leisure activities than women, though they are known to have similar
amounts of free time. This can be explained by the interruptions in leisure that women
have to take, to tend to unpaid work or childcare (Bittman and Wajcman, 2000, Glorieux
et al., 2001). Women also face more time-pressure than men in the case of families where
both the husband and wife are employed, in which women are found to handle household
responsibilities that cannot be postponed (Phipps and Burton, 1995). In the case of
being respected, women are systematically devalued by their gendered societies (Robeyns,
2003). Even for religion and freedom to practice, most religions make statements favoring
men and the andro-centric ones do not identify women as religious leaders (Robeyns,
2003). Due to the nature and importance of these real-world capabilities, it is difficult to
quantify them and measure gender inequality.
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2.2 Women in engineering
McLoughlin’s study on gender biases amongst undergraduate engineering education demon-
strates ‘spotlighting’, which refers to women being singled out in ways that make them
feel uncomfortable (McLoughlin, 2005). Spotlighting manifests itself in three ways, based
on the intent of the ‘spotlighter’:
1. Type I spotlighting or overt sexism, that discriminates women with the intent to
harm them;
2. Type II spotlighting or tacit sexism, i.e. with no intent to harm or to help women;
3. Type III spotlighting, which is a relatively newer observation, and arises from the
intent to help women.
Type I is well towards recession. Even though some women have reported being sub-
jected to inappropriate and offensive behavior, a majority of them felt that they did not
encounter such obnoxious situations. Type II occurs when societally established gender
roles are defied by women’s aspirations, such as engineering students. Women have of-
ten felt like an ‘outsider’ and excluded in male dominated engineering schools. Type III
emerged from the women targeted endeavors that aimed at curbing Type I and Type II.
It is derived from the patronizing thought that women feel less adequate and capable.
Another direct derivative from this type would be the hostility and criticism it gener-
ates from male students. Males can question the ‘privileged’ status of females, and form
misconceptions and pre-judged notions about their opposite sexed colleagues.
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2.3 Recruitment and hiring
It is widely acknowledged that gender biases are prevalent in the recruitment and hiring
processes, and has lasting effects on the gender gap in employment, and subsequently on
the pay gap. Forms of discrimination throughout recruitment can be hard to document,
and therefore, hardly investigated. Often discriminatory practices arise due to several
informal factors like professional networking, internal hiring, employee referrals, and so
on. Petersen and Togstad use proprietary data involving job applications and subsequent
job offers from 866 applicants for 15 open positions in a Norwegian bank, and provide
a statistical analysis of gender inequality in the hiring process with interesting results
(Petersen and Togstad, 2006). Counter intuitively, logistic analyses of managerial, pro-
fessional and secretarial level jobs show that there is no evident disadvantage to women.
While the applicants pool consists of less than 50% women across all but secretarial po-
sitions, the gender composition of applicants who get offers favors women. No evidence
suggesting women receiving fewer offers than they would under equal circumstances was
found. However, this picture deviates slightly when family-life is considered. The results
show opposite trends for men and women getting an offer. While offers are extended at a
higher rate to single women than single men, being married increases offers for men over
women. Though having children results in higher likelihood of receiving offers for both
genders, but ultimately it is the men who get an advantage in being offered a job, when
being part of a family.
2.4 Open source contributions
Terrell and collaborators study gender bias by examining acceptance rates of contribu-
tions from software developers of both genders in an open source community (Terrell
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et al., 2016). They inspect historical Github data to assess how often pull requests from
women are accepted. Investigating a large dataset of over 4 million users, they initially
hypothesize that it is less likely that a woman’s contribution is accepted. But, this hy-
pothesis proves to be false, in fact, and men face a higher rejection likelihood. Considering
both internal and external project contributors to a software project, acceptance rates
are higher among women. Examining success rates over a history of pull requests, women
have higher acceptance rates in the case of their first pull request being accepted. They
maintain these higher rates till the sixty fourth such pull request made being accepted.
Analyzing the need based problem or an ‘issue’, they find that the pull requests made by
women are less likely to cater to an immediate need; however, this fact fails to explain
the higher acceptance rates. Apart from these observations, they also find that not only
do women participate in larger changes to source code (notwithstanding the risks of more
buggy code), their acceptance rates trump those of men in the case of top programming
languages. To test type III bias - a concept we discussed before (McLoughlin, 2005),
which entails bias by singling out a woman with an intention to help - they observed
the mean acceptance rates of contributors who give a clear indication of their gender
versus those who do not. This helped shed light on the gender based discrimination.
They found that women external contributors who identified their genders faced lower
acceptance rates as compared to women who did not identify, or to contributors who were
internal to a project. While being associated to a project may not affect acceptance rates,
the discriminatory stance is more stark. The above results showed that while women may
be more competent than men in the open source arena, being labelled by their gender
leads to them losing ‘favors’ from the community, raising doubts that only merit alone
defines success in open source communities.
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2.5 Problems of student evaluation
Stark and Freishtat probes into the reliability of student ratings in the form of SET
(student evaluations of teaching) to measure teaching effectiveness (Stark and Freishtat,
2014). SET scores act as a primary gauge for the faculty and the department alike,
when considering important decisions, including promotions and tenure. Given the ordi-
nal nature of scoring system, general statistical aggregations such as averaging, is prone
to several forms of errors. The authors also argue that while SET is aimed at teach-
ing effectiveness, it does not necessarily succeed; instead it ends up measuring “8what
students say” based on their own perceptions of teaching. Moreover, SET have been
found to show different kinds of trends. SET scores were found to be highly correlated
with students’ grade expectations (Marsh and Cooper, 1981), students’ reaction to 30
seconds of silent video of the instructor is enough to predict how the instructor is going
to perform on his/her SET (Ambady and Rosenthal, 1993), and Worthington showed
that answers to some relevant questions are influenced by factors that are irrelevant to
learning (Worthington, 2002). Due to the open and optional nature of SET surveys,
the low response rates impact the reliability of the scores. However, while authors feel
that ratings to objective questions do not make a fair assessment of the instructors, they
recommend paying special attention to the comments collected from students to have a
more subjective assessment of the teacher’s performance.
2.6 Gender roles and student evaluations
A different study by Andersen and Miller examines how gender bias detrimentally affects
student evaluations of teaching with respect to students’ expectations (Andersen and
Miller, 1997). Historical studies prove to bear ambiguous conclusions in how male and
11
female professors are rated. But, student expectations of how their instructor conformed
to gender roles had a consistent effect on the instructor’s evaluation. In fact, ratings
were generally positive if the instructor lived up to those expectations, and were ad-
versely impacted if they deviated from those stereotypical perceptions (Kierstead et al.,
1988). Gender and discipline of study were found to be the two most significant
factors behind these expectations. By virtue of these stereotypes, male professors were
encouraged to be more authoritative, adversarial than women, in their style of teaching.
This negatively affected women professors, who faced a two sided blade. On one hand,
they lost credibility as a professor, if they assumed the role of a gender approved nurtu-
rant. On the other, assuming a professional, competent and knowledgeable role, meant
that they failed to be compatible with their associated stereotypes. An analysis showed
that female faculty members were rewarded as compared to males for ‘supportive’ and
‘nurturing’ behavior, but were punished, for ‘objective’, ‘authoritarian’ role-inconsistent
behavior. From a single semester study involving 9005 students at a particular univer-
sity, it was found that female professors had lesser scores in ‘global evaluations’ and lower
competency ratings than males, even when variables like GPA, expected grade, students’
sex, discipline and course size were controlled for (Sidanius and Crane, 1989). Because
women are assumed to be ‘supportive listeners’, students do not report women to be
more accessible than their men counterparts, even when they admit that the female fac-
ulty have spent more time assisting them (Sandier, 1991). When studied in a laboratory
with read out descriptions given to students, Kierstead and colleagues find no difference
between social and non-social males, however female instructors received lower ratings if
they were not friendly outside the classroom (Kierstead et al., 1988). In case of equally
friendly male and female professors using ‘slide lectures’, male professors received higher
ratings. Langbein observes that if the expected grades were low, female professors’ evalu-
ations were lower in comparison to males (Langbein, 1994). Overall, several studies have
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concluded that displaying a mixture of masculine and feminine characteristics helps in
achieving higher ratings from student evaluations (Basow, 1995, Freeman, 1994, Martin,
1984). A recent study by Statham and researchers has examined gender differences in
teaching styles from samples of student evaluations of widely varied disciplines at a large
university. Considering departments with varying ‘male dominance’, studies have found
that women focus on the student, whereas men, on themselves as the locus of learn-
ing. Adhering to gender roles - for females, acknowledging input and personalizing with
students putting focus on interactions; while with males, teaching ‘as an expert’ while
presenting materials, admonishing and interrupting students - led to higher evaluations
(Statham et al., 1991).
Table 2.2: Chances of male and female teachers to obtain good and excellent scores
Student Performance
Chances of a male teacher Chances of a female teacher
Male student Female student Male student Female student
Good 89% 85% 84% 83%
Average 84% 80% 78% 77%
Poor2 23% 16% 15% 14%
One of the more recent works by Boring investigates gender biases in student evaluations
at a French university to find the key reason behind women coming second to men in
academic careers (Boring, 2015). While research productivity and teaching effectiveness
both impact academics, the former matters the most in career advancement decisions in
top institutions. Research has shown that time allocation to the teaching-research balance
differ by gender, with women spending more time on teaching compared to men. She puts
forth and defends her argument that it is because of the presence of gender bias in teaching
evaluations, women end up focusing more on teaching in order to stay on the same
SET score levels as men. She also finds that students value time-consuming dimensions
of teaching such as course preparation and feedback in women, whereas lesser time-
consuming dimensions like class leadership and animation skills in men. Male students
2only excellent scores were reported for the students who performed poorly
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were also found to give higher scores to male teachers in terms of overall satisfaction. In
fact, male students were 30% more likely to rate a male teacher as excellent compared
to a female teacher. When actual performance of students in their final exams were
considered, they performed equally well, irrespective of the gender of their instructor.
Thus, suggesting no explanation to the disparity of male students towards female teachers,
other than a possible gender bias leading to an inequality among the genders. A trend
of differential scores was noted where students rated teachers according to gender based
stereotypes within the teaching dimensions. The four teaching dimensions tested were (1)
preparation and organization of classes, (2) quality of class material, (3) clarity of course
assessment criteria, and (4) usefulness of feedback. Though female teachers obtain more
favorable ratings for the much more time-consuming first three of the above dimensions,
male students still gave a small premium to male teachers. Male teachers score favorable
ratings from both male and female students in dimensions like quality of animation and
class leadership. Students also found men teachers more knowledgeable, even if objective
measures proved that they learn the same from both genders. Students were awarded two
grades for each coursework - a continuous assessment grade for a seminar style of classes
awarded by the seminar teacher, and a final exam grade which was corrected anonymously.
Students also were to complete SETs before they took their final exams, but at a point
where they knew their continuous assessment grades. Not surprisingly, SETs were found
to correlate with the continuous assessment and not the final grade, which also suggested
that SETs merely represented student’s perception of teaching effectiveness, and not
the actual effectiveness. Considering the performances of students and how their grade
expectations affected the SET scores (see Table 2.2 ), women teachers were consistently
penalized with lower chances of receiving an excellent score, independent of the gender
of the student, or whether the student received a good, average or poor grade. Another
important result was how diversity of gender in a teaching population affected students.
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By using regression analyses, she shows that using a combination of one male and two
female in a triplet team of teachers scores the highest coefficients, suggesting that both
male and female students are particularly satisfied with the singular male teacher, yet are
harsher on the two female teachers. Using these facts, it becomes obvious that students
rate teachers according to gender stereotypes.
Most of the previous work that discuss the impact of gender bias on the teachers, in-
structors and professors are restricted to analyzing the objective measures of student
evaluations. Our work focuses on data generated from an online review website, where
students voluntarily provide feedback about a professor whose class they may have taken
in the past. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a systematic study of online stu-
dent has been performed to an order of millions of reviews about hundreds of thousands
of professors at American universities and beyond. In addition to objective measures, we
also analyze textual characteristics of review content. This approach lets us to have a
better realization of the reviewer’s subjective comments, thus enabling us to mine their
opinions depending on the professor’s gender. We also demonstrate an approach that
suggests the possible gender bias influencing the way professors are reviewed.
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Chapter 3
Measurements
Gender inequality is a complex problem impacting societies. It can go unnoticed, and is
often concealed by the grayer shades of gender roles. To systematically study gender in-
equality, we aimed to identify different areas and ways in which this problem can manifest
itself. In order to do this, we studied available literature, blogs and articles among other
sources, and identified a hundred key questions listed in Appendix A. These questions,
if answered quantitatively using the right data, can help us understand the dynamics of
gender inequality better. Encouraged by recent work on gender bias in student reviews,
we focused on the following question: “Are male and female professors rated differently
by students on online platforms?” (Boring, 2015, Powell, 2016). Treating this question
as a starting point, we gathered relevant data from an online student review website,
RateMyProfessor. Using this data, we performed an initial analysis of gender bias with
a few more in-depth questions, which we shall discuss later on in the chapter.
3.1 Data
Before we study the effects of a professor’s gender on the review that he/she earns, we
provide some insight on our source of data - Rate My Professors, hereon abbreviated as
RMP. According to the RMP ‘About’ page1, the site is “the most highest trafficked site
for quickly researching professors”. While there are other websites that serve a purpose of
1http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/About.jsp
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collecting student reviews such as Uloop2, Koofers3 and MyEdu4, we chose RMP because
it has the largest collection of student reviews, collected publicly and anonymously.
Table 3.1: Description of Professors
Feature Type Note
Professor ID Nominal Hexadecimal indices
Gender Nominal gender ∈ {M,F, U}
Details
City Nominal | cities |= 2128
State Nominal | states |= 107
University / College Nominal | universities |= 4181
Discipline Nominal | disciplines |= 2104
Ratings
Overall Quality Numeric Real value in [1, 5]
Clarity Numeric Real value in [1, 5]
Easiness Numeric Real value in [1, 5]
Helpfulness Numeric Real value in [1, 5]
Average Grade Ordinal Value in set {A+, A,A−, B+, B,B−, C+, C, C−,
D+, D,D−, F,N/A}
Top 20 tags
Tag Name Nominal See Figure 3.1 for the tags, maximum number of
tags = 20
Tag Score Numeric tag score ∈ N
All Reviews See Table
Table 3.1 shows the data collected of each professor. We collected information for 921,859
professors on RMP. The professors were from 2,128 cities (US and other countries) across
4,181 universities and 2,104 disciplines. RMP reports the average Clarity, Easiness
and Helpfulness scores assigned by students. RMP uses Clarity and Helpfulness to
internally calculate the OverallQuality score, which as the name suggests, serves the
purpose of overall quality rating. The AverageGrade is calculated by aggregating the
grades that the reviewer indicates that he/she has received. The top 20 tags received by
the professor are also reported, with corresponding TagScore representing the number of
2http://www.uloop.com/professors/
3https://www.koofers.com/rate-professors
4https://www.myedu.com/professor-recommendations/
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occurrence for each particular tag.
Table 3.2: Description of Reviews
Feature Type Note
Comment ID Nominal Hexadecimal indices
Date Date mm/dd/yyyy
Ratings
Clarity Ordinal clar ∈ N ∧ clar ∈ [1, 5]
Easiness Ordinal ease ∈ N ∧ ease ∈ [1, 5]
Helpfulness Ordinal help ∈ N ∧ help ∈ [1, 5]
Interest Level5 Ordinal interest ∈ N ∧ interest ∈ [1, 5]
Course Related
Course Code Nominal ID Strings
Attendance Required?5 Binary isAttendance ∈ {0, 1}
Grade Received5 Ordinal grade ∈ {A+, A,A−, B+, B,B−, C+, C, C−,
D+, D,D−, F,N/A}
Textbook Usage Ordinal textbook ∈ N ∧ textbook ∈ [1, 5]
Online Class? Binary isOnline ∈ {0, 1}
Taken for Credit? Binary isCredit ∈ {0, 1}
Other
Tags List 0 ≤| tags |≤ 3
Comment String lengthmax(comment) = 350
Table 3.2 describes a typical review. Each professor is associated with reviews from
possible students. Overall, we collected a total of 15,497,536 reviews. While submitting a
review, each reviewer has to provide details like the course code, whether class was taken
for credit, and Likert ratings on characteristics of the professor such as clarity, easiness
and helpfulness. Optionally, the reviewer could also select up to three tags which best
described the professor, report their prior interestlevel in taking the course, the grade
he/she received for the course, his/her major, and so on. A mandatory comment is
required for a review submission, and is limited to 350 characters. The review serves as
a subjective assessment of the faculty member, and can include thoughts, criticism, or
commendation. RMP follows a strict policy of removing comments that are improper
or inappropriate.6. Reviews can be in English or French. Reviewers can also mark
5Optional, N/A values ignored
6http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/TermsOfUse_us.jsp#guidelines
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isAttendance (binary), where students can report whether the attendance of the class was
mandatory, isOnline which specifies if it was an online course, isCredit which indicates
whether the class was taken for credit and a date field which captures the datestamp of
the review.
In our dataset, we successfully labelled7 a subset of 915,334 professors and 15,467,632
reviews as Male or Female. We use this dataset in our experiments.
3.2 Initial Analyses
3.2.1 What are the tags received by male and female professors?
When submitting a review for a professor in RMP, the student is encouraged, but not
forced to select three tags out of a list of twenty predefined tags8 that best defines the
professor to the student. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the distribution of assigned tags
to the male and female professors across all reviews, and the distribution of top three tags
assigned to male and female professors. Since tags serve as an aggregate of the perception
of the professors in general, we shall consider bars in Figure 3.1 as how students judge and
attribute certain characteristics to professors in general. On the other hand, top three
tags represent the major opinion that reviewers carry towards professors. So, for Figure
3.2, we shall assume the bars represent characteristics that are inherent to professors.
Observation 1: Students find female professors less respectable.
Male professors are tagged as Respected by students on 182,249 reviews, 23.52% more
than female instructors. Females also get 44.73% less tags when considering the top tags
7Using second person pronouns, discussed further in Appendix C
8Y axis on Figure 3.1
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Fig. 3.1: Distribution of all tags received
received. So, not only do more reviewers think that females are not as respected as males,
but females also fail to command respect from students when compared to males.
Fig. 3.2: Distribution of top 3 tags received
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Observation 2: Male professors give better lectures
As for the tag Amazing lectures, male professors perform better than women by 29.78%
more reviews. This is also backed up by the fact that 29.28% more male professors
received this tag as one of their top three tags.
Observation 3: Female professors are thought to be less inspirational and less
hilarious, but that is not necessarily true.
Male professors outnumber female professors by 31.56% and 28.98% reviews in cases of
the tags Inspirational and Hilarious, respectively. However, females do far better than
males - in fact 25.78% and 7.25% more females receive the very same tags as their top
three tags received.
Observation 4: Female professors are perceived as participation oriented and
more supportive, but that is not really the case.
Unsurprisingly, students perceive female professors to assume the role of a ‘nurturant’
as discussed by Andersen (Andersen and Miller, 1997). This is evident from the high
margins of Participation matters and There for you tags received as compared to males.
However, it is the males who do better by 73.97% and 41.76% for the same tags when
considering the top three tags received.
Observation 5: Females give more extra credits, but a lot of students fail to
notice it.
Contrary to one of the claims made by Boring (Boring, 2015), female professors receive
the Gives extra credit tag as one of their top three 52.73% more times than males, but
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students fail to recognize that. In fact, there is no significant difference between the two
genders when considering the Gives extra credit tag over all reviews.
3.2.2 What kind of comments do male and female professors
garner?
Each review is accompanied with a textual comment from the reviewer, which serves as a
subjective platform to express thoughts about the professor being commented on. In order
to mine information from about 15.5 million reviews, we first divided these comments into
two classes - one for each gender. Then we filtered out commonly occurring English stop
words using a popular corpus9. We stemmed the remaining words to reduce them to their
word stems using Porter Stemmer.10 To find the important word stems in both classes of
comments, we fed these stems into the Gensim TF-IDF model.11 This process yields the
most important stemmed words from each of the classes. Each important word is assigned
a weight to signify its importance within the class. To visualize the importance of words
among both genders, we fed these word stems, along with their importance weights into
a Word Cloud generator.12 Figure 3.3 represents the words in comments received by male
and female professors in blue and red respectively.
From these images, we can clearly see that even though TF-IDF modeling extracts var-
ious words with differing weights for male and female comments, many of those words
are shared, albeit with different weights. So, to get an idea of what keywords actually
represent both genders, we provide another word cloud, that only includes unique words
from comments of either gender.
9NLTK Stopwords Corpus: www.nltk.org/nltk data
10http://www.nltk.org/howto/stem.html
11https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/tfidfmodel.html
12Tagul: www.tagul.com
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(a) Male comments (b) Female comments
Fig. 3.3: Cleaned words in comments
(a) Male comments (b) Female comments
Fig. 3.4: Cleaned unique words by gender in comments
3.2.3 How are professors from both genders rated across all
reviews?
With each submitted review, the reviewer has to rate the professor on three abilities,
clarity, helpfulness and easiness. For each professor, RMP aggregates13 these abilities,
and reports the average. An additional feature, overall quality, is also reported and is
calculated internally by the website. However, only clarity and helpfulness scores are
used to calculate overall quality. Figure 3.5 shows the histograms of how professors are
rated on the above abilities and overall quality. Table 3.3 also provides the probabilities
of receiving different range of scores for clarity, helpfulness, easiness and overall quality.
The table also shows differences in these probabilities observed across genders.14
13http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/help.jsp#tally
14Negative difference signifies that probability density is in favor of men
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(a) Clarity (b) Easiness
(c) Helpfulness (d) Overall quality
Fig. 3.5: Histograms of rating measures by gender
Observation 1: Males are clearer and more helpful than women
Except for the range of 4.5 - 5 where females outperform males by slight margins, they
consistently receive less ratings in the good range of 3 - 4.5 and receive more ratings in
the bad range of 1 - 3.
Observation 2: Women are rated as easier professors compared to males
The trend seen in previous observation reverses as women get rated more in the range of
3.5 - 5, and men get ratings in the range of 1 - 3.5 more often than women.
Observation 3: Women perform poorly in terms of overall quality
Considering overall quality scores by both genders, males receive more ratings in the
range of 3 - 4.5 range and women receive more of ratings in the 1 - 3 range. Women, do
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outdo men in the 4.5 - 5 range, but by a small margin.
Table 3.3: Comparison of male and female professor ratings
Rating
Clarity (%) Easiness (%)
Male Female Difference Male Female Difference
1 - 1.5 1.487 1.722 +0.235 1.758 1.736 -0.022
1.5 - 2 3.173 3.322 +0.147 5.824 5.466 -0.358
2 - 2.5 6.761 7.022 +0.261 13.16 12.81 -0.35
2.5 - 3 9.731 9.755 +0.024 18.11 17.33 -0.78
3 - 3.5 14.44 14.44 0 22.26 22.02 -0.24
3.5 - 4 17.1 16.53 -0.57 18.17 18.31 +0.14
4 - 4.5 22.36 21.6 -0.76 13.88 14.92 +1.04
4.5 - 5 24.93 25.63 +0.7 6.838 7.406 +0.568
Rating
Helpfulness (%) Overall quality (%)
Male Female Difference Male Female Difference
1 - 1.5 1.663 1.35 -0.313 1.224 1.476 +0.252
1.5 - 2 2.7 2.956 +0.256 2.935 3.259 +0.324
2 - 2.5 5.811 6.241 +0.43 5.801 6.035 +0.234
2.5 - 3 8.811 8.91 +0.099 9.666 9.839 +0.173
3 - 3.5 13.39 13.43 +0.04 13.6 13.48 -0.12
3.5 - 4 16.55 15.82 -0.73 18.02 17.42 -0.6
4 - 4.5 22.14 21.05 -1.09 22.01 20.82 -1.19
4.5 - 5 29.22 29.97 +0.05 26.73 27.67 +0.94
With these results, we may interpret that even though women do carry an advantage of
being highly probable of being rated in the topmost rung of 4.5 - 5 for all different rating
measures, they also run the risk of being subjected to lower scores of 1 - 2.5 in most of
the rating measures. Men on the other hand are safe from the low brackets, and make
themselves up in the mid to high ranges of 3 - 4.5 score.
3.2.4 Can gender disparity across varying disciplines be ob-
served from the reviews?
The lack of representation of women as university level instructors has been reported
as a cause of rising gender inequity by various reports (Rosser and Taylor, 2009, West
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and Curtis, 2006). While the reports mention representation gaps in terms of wages,
we consider the size of the discipline and OverallQuality score obtained by professors
depending on their gender as prime metrics.
We define Disparity which measures the relative OverallQuality score received by a
female professor as compared to a male for a specific discipline. We also define Imbalance,
which compares the representation of women to men for a given discipline.
Fig. 3.6: Gender disparity against Discipline Sizes
For each discipline,
Disparity = (f−m)
(f−m) and Disparity ∈ [−0.67, 0.67],
where f = average(OverallQualityfemale),m = average(OverallQualitymale)
Imbalance = |females||males| and Imbalance ∈ [0,∞]
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 gives the scatter plot of disparity against discipline sizes and against
discipline imbalance respectively. Figure 3.8 produces a magnified view of the imbalance
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Fig. 3.7: Gender disparity against Discipline Imbalance
Fig. 3.8: Gender disparity against Discipline Imbalance
scatter plot from the most densely crowded region. Each point on the scatter represents
a specific discipline. As we go down on the Disparity axis, the relative OverallQuality
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score for women goes down in comparison to men. Moving left on both DisciplineSize
and Imbalance axes suggests a decreasing proportion of females for a discipline.
Observation 1: Women face disparate overall ratings for majority of disciplines
Observing Figure 3.6, it is clear that irrespective of the size of a discipline, most of the
disciplines fall in the area of Disparity ≤ −0.01. As a matter of fact, only French,
Accounting and Sociology clear the Disparity > 0 mark.
Observation 2: Women in Electrical Engineering, Design, Architecture, En-
glish as a Second Language and Nursing are worst affected by disparate rating
scores
It is clear from Figures 3.6 and 3.7 that the aforementioned disciplines lie in the −0.04 ≤
Disparity ≤ −0.03 area. For Nursing and English as a Second Language, the Disparity
comes as a surprise as the Imbalance is high and in favor of women for these disciplines.
Observation 3: Most of the disciplines are balanced in terms of representation
of women faculty members
Following the dense region of scatter points around the Imbalance = 1 line in Figure 3.8,
it can be said that most disciplines have achieved a balance in the number of male to
female instructors. It is also worthy to note that the disciplines that achieve the highest
parity in scores lie close to this line, thus signifying the importance of maintaining this
balance to achieve equality.
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3.2.5 Does time of the year affect how professors are rated?
In most universities across the US and other countries, the semester examinations are
taken during similar time frames. According to Stark and Freishtat (2014), anger and
satisfaction related to coursework often play a pivotal role in evaluating a pedagogue. To
measure this effect, we look at how the rating trends change by the months. Figures 3.9
and 3.10 show heat maps that indicate density of professors with average ratings from
1 to 5 (divided into equally sized bins of width 0.5 rating points on the Y axes) against
months of the year (X axes).
(a) Clarity (b) Easiness
(c) Helpfulness (d) Interest level
Fig. 3.9: Heatmaps measuring average rating density by month for all professors
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(a) Male Clarity (b) Female Clarity
(c) Male Easiness (d) Female Easiness
(e) Male Helpfulness (f) Female Helpfulness
(g) Male Interest level (h) Female Interest level
Fig. 3.10: Heatmaps measuring average rating density by month for both genders
Observation 1: Most reviewers rate professors generously for clarity and help-
fulness.
Clearly from 3.9(a) and 3.9(c), the bin with ratings in [4.5, 5] has the most number of
reviews, though the number of reviews peak during the April - May and November -
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January frames. However, such is not the case in 3.9(b) and 3.9(d), where the most
reviews receive rating in the bins of [2.5, 3) and [3.5, 4), even though the number of
reviews peak for the same time frame as before.
Observation 2: Generosity in clarity and helpfulness do not change by the
gender of the professor
The bands of [4.5,5] in Figures 3.10(a), 3.10(b), 3.10(e) and 3.10(f) continue to receive
most heat over all the months, and the loss of generosity is observed for helpfulness and
interest level as the bands of [2.5, 3) and [3.5, 4) continue receiving more heat than other
bands.
Observation 3: Male professors generate more interest than females
Observing Figures 3.10(g) and 3.10(h), it is evident that over all months, males receive
more reviews, and proportionally receive more reviews in the band of [4.5, 5) as compared
to women.
Observation 4: April-May and November-January receive most of the reviews
Figure 3.11 shows us number of comments and average ratings and interest levels by
month. The number of reviews received peak two times during the year, once during
April and May, and the other during December. Incidentally, for most of the universities
in the US and other countries, these months coincide with the end of the semester, or
right after the semester examinations are conducted. Because, the male and female lines
on Figure 3.11(e) follow a similar trend, no evidence of a singular gender being more
targeted by reviewers was found. However, all measures of the professor’s abilities as
well as reported average interest level of the reviewer in attending the professor’s classes
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show different trends. Surprisingly, these trends have two troughs, which almost coincide
with the peaks in number of reviews submitted. As a matter of fact, the months of July
and August have the highest averages, but lowest number of reviews. This observation
supports the claim made by Stark and Freishtat (2014) that indeed, people who are highly
satisfied with a professor do not show much interest in writing reviews and it’s the least
satisfied who are most motivated to provide feedback in the form of a review.
From these observations, it can be concluded that a surge in the number of reviews is
generally accompanied with dissatisfaction on the part of the reviewer, and results in the
female professors receiving the lower scoring reviews.
To further investigate the professors’ performance, we look at their best and worst months
in terms of ratings received in Figure 3.12. The best or worst month for a professor is
calculated by taking the average of rating (for the above four measures) received over all
months of the year, and then picking out the months with highest and lowest averages.
The months with no review received is ignored from the above calculation. The red
and blue lines signify the density of a male and female professor of having a particular
month as their best or worst month. For a particular month, this density is calculated
by taking the number of professors with their best/worst month in that month over the
total number of reviews received during that month.
3.2.6 How does grades received by reviewers affect professors
of both genders?
RMP allows reviewer to optionally mention the grade received in the class that they are
reviewing for. To understand the effects of grade expectations on the ratings received,
we repeated the experiment of investigating average scores in Question 5, but only with
reviews that mentioned the grades that they received. To reduce the sparseness of data
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(a) Average Clarity Score (b) Average Easiness Score
(c) Average Helpfulness Score (d) Average Interest Level
(e) Number of reviews
Fig. 3.11: Review details by months
over a number of grades, we identified A+, A, A- and B+ as good grades; and C, C-,
D+, D, D-, and F as bad grades. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the distribution of averages
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(a) Clarity - Best months (b) Clarity - Worst months
(c) Easiness - Best months (d) Easiness - Worst months
(e) Helpfulness - Best months (f) Helpfulness - Worst months
(g) Interest Levels - Best months (h) Interest Levels - Worst months
Fig. 3.12: Best and worst months for professors
for good and bad reviews respectively.
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(a) Average Clarity Score (b) Average Easiness Score
(c) Average Helpfulness Score (d) Average Interest Level
Fig. 3.13: Review details for reviews with good grades
Observation 1: Ratings, on the whole are indeed affected by the grades re-
ceived by the students.
This is evident from the fact that the average of all scores range from [3.5, 4.5] in the
case of reviews with good grades; and goes down to the range of [1.5, 2.6] for the ones
with bad grades.
Observation 2: Reviewers who received good grades, found classes less inter-
esting when taught by female professors.
While they do not discern by gender in terms of clarity, easiness and helpfulness as
the average line intertwine over the months, almost in every month, they show a visible
difference in interest level in favor of male professors.
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(a) Average Clarity Score (b) Average Easiness Score
(c) Average Helpfulness Score (d) Average Interest Level
Fig. 3.14: Review details for reviews with bad grades
Observation 3: Women are rated as unclear and unhelpful when the reviewer
received bad grades
Despite both genders being rated poorly by reviewers who received bad grades, women
professors find themselves receiving poorer ratings as compared to men, especially on
measures of clarity and helpfulness. However, both genders are rated similarly easy (or
not so easy), with the male and female average lines almost coinciding with each other.
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Chapter 4
Investigating Gender Bias
By definition, gender bias is unequal treatment in opportunity and expectations due to
attitudes based on the gender of a person, or a group of people. Providing opportunities
and keeping expectations lead to discrimination. Gender roles arise from societal ex-
pectations, and it follows with gender based discrimination in the way opportunities are
extended to both genders. In this chapter, we follow the various manners in which gender
bias can be detected from the student reviews of professors in RMP. In order to follow
how expectations and discrimination together lead to inequality based on the gender of
professor, we first formally describe the formulation of gender bias. Then, give a detailed
information on how we construct the dataset from the available data. We move on to
detailing the setup of our experimental trials, discuss about avoiding learning bias, and
selecting the best candidate for testing our hypothesis on gender bias. Finally, we provide
a detailed analysis of the features that are most related to the hypothesis.
4.1 Formulating bias
If there was no bias, there would be no way in which the gender of a professor X could be
guessed from the review that he/she receives.
Conversely, If the gender of the professor(s) could be predicted with probability of more
than random, then it would entail that a bias exists against one or the other gender.
To test the above hypothesis, we classify the professors by their genders with the help
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of information present in their reviews. Before proceeding to the task of classification,
we explore the feature set (See Table 4.1 for all features) that we use for predicting the
target gender in section 4.2.
4.2 Dataset Construction
RMP provides a list of attributes that the student is expected to provide while rating a
professor. Some of these are mandatory, however others are not. We now look into these
attributes from a list of reviews for each professor, and further construct more related
features.
4.2.1 Direct features
Features # 1 - 7 in Table 4.1 are borrowed directly from the RMP profile of a professor,
and includes the aggregate rating scores received, the average interest level of reviewers in
the courses offered by the professor, the professor’s teaching discipline and the state where
the professor’s associated university is situated in. These features help us understand if
gender bias can be observed from the public profile of a professor.
4.2.2 Sentiment features
We examine the phrase-wise sentiment composition to measure how changes in sentiment
affect the process of gender prediction among professors (Kiritchenko and Mohammad,
2016). VADER (?), a sentiment analysis tool, calculates the weights of positive, neutral
and negative sentiment present in a word. The highest sentiment weight in that word
is considered as the dominant polarity (or simply as the polarity) of the word. For a
professor, we look at all the comments, and construct word bigrams of the stopword-free
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Table 4.1: List of features
Feature Name Feature # Feature Name Feature #
Gender Class Part of speech tags
Direct Adverbs 31
Clarity 1 Nouns 32
Easiness 2 Adpositions 33
Helpfulness 3 Particles 34
Interest Level 4 Determinants 35
Overall Quality 5 Pronouns 36
State 6 Verbs 37
Discipline 7 Numbers 38
Sentiment Conjunctions 39
(+, +) 8 Adjectives 40
(+, 0) 9 Punctuations 41
(+, -) 10 Others 42
(0, +) 11 Word features
(0, 0) 12 Unique Words Count 43
(0, -) 13 Positive Words Count 44
(-, +) 14 Negative Words Count 45
(-, 0) 15 Positive Comments Count 46
(-, -) 16 Negative Comments Count 47
Crowd Bias Ratio (44 : 45) 48
Clarity 17 Ratio (46 : 47) 49
Easiness 18 Consistency
Helpfulness 19 Clarity 50
Positivity 20 Easiness 51
Negativity 21 Helpfulness 52
Interest Level 22 Interest Level 53
Text features
Word Vectors
Note: All word vectors follow after
Feature # 53. Two length of word
vectors have been used, which include
106 of the top important words, and
205 of the top important words
Comments 23
Commas 24
Quotes 25
Semicolons 26
Colons 27
Pauses [‘,’, ‘;’, ‘:’] 28
Question Marks 29
Exclamation Marks 30
text. Then, we process these bigrams with VADER, and count the number of times the
bigrams have opposing or matching polarities. Features # 8 - 16 measure the number of
times bigrams with varied combination of polarities occur in the review comments, and
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lets us analyze its relation to gender bias.
4.2.3 Crowd bias
It has been previously found that ‘Wisdom of Crowd’ biases judgement of a reviewer
based on previous users’ ratings (Surowiecki, 2005). To test the effects of crowd bias, and
how they subsequently contribute to gender bias, we construct Features # 17 to 22. To
measure these factors, we sort the reviews of a professor in chronological order. Then, we
calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the nth rating score against the average
of n− 1 scores. This is repeated for clarity, easiness, helpfulness and interest level scores
received. The calculated coefficient is now the crowd bias measure of ratings. We also
include the crowd bias measure in the sentiment of the comments received.
4.2.4 Text features
Linguistic evidence from text have been found to help in the prediction of gender (Ku-
cukyilmaz et al., 2006). We adapt some of the text-based classification techniques as
Features # 23 to 30, where we count the number of comments and the occurrence of
punctuations like commas, semicolons, colons, question and exclamation marks in all
comments.
4.2.5 Part of Speech
Writing styles, such as parts of speech (hereby referred to as POS) have been found to
have significant effects on gender classification (Mukherjee and Liu, 2010). While most of
previous work use POS to classify the author of text, we would like to analyze the effect
of the same on the target of a review, in this case, a professor. We use the Stanford POS
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Tagger, which generates the POS tags for every word in all the comments attributed to a
given professor. Once generated, we count the 12 distinct tags from the Universal Part-
of-Speech Tagset1 in Features # 31 to 42, and examine the effect on gender prediction
and bias.
4.2.6 Word features
To further understand the effect of text-based and sentiment-based features, we include
Features # 43 to 49. While number of unique words (43) gives an idea about how the
number of different words used helps in describing gender, frequency of positive and
negative words/comments (44 - 47) gives some insight into the effect of sentiment on
gender. The ratio of positive to negative words (48) and comments (49) determine if a
gender is associated with relatively positive or negative sentiments over all comments in
reviews.
4.2.7 Consistency
In case of ordinal rating scores, it has been argued in the past that scatter of scores
determine the overall teaching effectiveness (Stark and Freishtat, 2014). In Features #
50 to 53, include the standard deviation of clarity, easiness, helpfulness and interest level
rating scores to measure the effect of scatter on bias.
4.2.8 Word vectors
A recent project found out that word patterns can detail the gender of a reviewee
(Schmidt, 2015). To investigate if specific words in reviews are related to gender bi-
1http://www.nltk.org/book/ch05.html
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ases, we use Gensim TF-IDF model2 to find out the 100 and 200 most important words
that are present in comments involving male and female professors. From these sets,
we remove the commonly occurring words, and this yields a list of 106 and 205 words
respectively. We perform a word vectorization based on these words for all comments
received by each professor, and include them as predictors in gender classification.
4.3 Experimental Setup
In the previous section, we discuss how the various features in the feature set were con-
structed, and a few of them were adapted from the profiles on RMP. In this portion, we
experiment with different combinations of features, recorded as trials in Table 4.2. These
combination of features may conform to one or a combination of many feature types
discussed in the previous section.
Table 4.2: List of experimental trials
Trial # Features Used Trial # Features Used
1 1 - 3 13 8 - 16, 44 - 47
2 1 - 3, 5 14 31 - 42
3 1 - 5 15 23 - 42
4 1 - 5, 7 16 23 - 37, 39 - 40
5 1 - 7 17 1 - 7, 23 - 47
6 17 - 19, 22 18 1 - 16, 23 - 47
7 20 - 21 19 1 - 16, 23 - 47, 106 word vectors
8 8 - 16, 20 - 21 20 1 - 16, 23 - 47, 205 word vectors
9 8, 10, 14, 16 21 1 - 16, 23 - 53, 205 word vectors
10 8, 10, 14, 16, 20 - 21 22 1 - 16, 23 - 49, 205 word vectors
11 23, 43 - 47 23 1 - 53, 205 word vectors
12 1 - 3, 23, 29 - 37, 39 - 40, 43
• Trials 1 to 5 considers the general features only, and can help observe gender bias
from the public information available from RMP.
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/tfidfmodel.html
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• Trials 6 and 7 gives an idea of the effect of crowd bias on gender bias.
• Trials 8, 9 and 10 considers the effects of sentiment on both polar bigrams and
crowd bias.
• Trial 11 uses text based features only. Trial 12 uses certain text-based and POS
features, while trial 14 uses only POS tags.
• Trial 13 uses both polar bigram features, and some text based features.
• Trials 15 and 16 uses both text based and POS tag features.
• Trial 17 uses general, text and POS tags as features. Trial 18 adds polar bigram
features to trial 17.
• Trial 19 adds a word vector length of 106 to trial 18, and trial 20 does the same but
for a word vector length of 205.
• Trial 21 includes the standard deviation and some text based features (relative
sentiment ratios only) to map the behavior due to scatter.
• Trial 22 uses all but the scatter features of trial 21.
• Trial 23 uses the entire dataset with word vectors of length 205.
We have deliberately considered mixing and matching different types of features, in order
to understand and evaluate which features have the most impact on gender prediction.
In some cases, a few redundant or irrelevant features (like Numbers, Punctuations and
Other POS tags, and bigrams associated with neutral sentiment) were wilfully ignored.
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4.4 Selection of Learning Model
To test our hypothesis, we start off by picking a learning model to perform classification
by gender. We train a Näıve Bayesian Classifier over the trial runs discussed in the
previous section and in Table 4.2. We report the respective accuracy and AUC scores as
a percentage in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Results of Näıve Bayesian Classification
Naive Bayesian Classification
Trial # Accuracy AUC Trial # Accuracy AUC
1 58.1043 51.7 12 53.0792 54.6
2 57.9301 51.6 13 52.6141 53.1
3 57.7946 52.2 14 52.2377 53.6
4 62.8469 65.7 15 51.7506 54.6
5 62.9217 65.8 16 52.257 54.8
6 53.4291 51.0 17 56.8469 60.8
7 55.8588 50.3 18 54.9047 59.9
8 52.2125 51.9 19 56.1615 65.2
9 58.1224 52.7 20 57.3234 67.6
10 55.7643 51.4 21 57.3963 67.5
11 55.451 53.0 22 57.241 67.5
Although the AUC scores are higher than random, we wished to ensure that the clas-
sification was not being affected by learning bias. To ensure that our model is free of
learning bias, we proceed to training a few other classification models.
Putting this theory to test, we evaluate our hypothesis using multiple learning algorithms,
including a linear decision boundary based J.48 tree, and non linear classification algo-
rithms like l1-regularized l2-loss SVM and l1-regularized logistic regression. Given the
high dimensionality of our dataset with a large number of features, it can be assumed
that some features may not be as important as the others in learning a suitable model.
Presence of word vectors and other features which are optionally responded to by the
reviewers ensure that out dataset is sparsified. Hence, it is necessary to select a learn-
ing algorithm which is well suited to both handle sparse data, and provide weightage to
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features which clearly indicate feature importance. Considering these factors, we think
l1-regularized logistic regression would be a good candidate. The results of applying our
choice of learners to different trials are reported in Table 4.4.
Clearly, l1-regularized logistic regression (AUC: 82.1441%) and l1-regularized l2-loss SVM
(AUC: 82.5141) outperform the the previously tested Näıve Bayesian Classifier (AUC:
67.5%) in Section 4.1 as well. This validates our speculation that a non-linear algorithm
is better suited to handle the target dataset. Even among the two non-linear learn-
ers, l1-regularized logistic regression performs better over most of the experiment trials.
Naturally, we select this as the best candidate for performing further analysis of gender
bias.
4.5 Analyzing Bias
The results of previous section gives us a clear indication about the performance of our
candidate model. The high accuracy and AUC also validates our hypothesis that a bias
related to gender undoubtedly exists. However, to obtain further insight into what specific
factors contribute the most to this bias, we include all possible features of the dataset to
train our candidate, and rank the features on the basis of their predictive power. This
form of analysis allows us to confirm the most important factors that helps in prediction
of gender, and consequently contribute to gender bias.
Quite expectedly, the model returns with an accuracy of 74.9768% and an AUC score of
82.1819%, which are even better to the best performance of the same model in Trial#
22 (See Table 4.4). LibSVM logistic regression allows us to access the weights that were
assigned to features depending on their power of prediction. While all features combined
do yield a better performance from the classifier, it is obvious that there are going to be
3Insufficient memory
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Table 4.4: Results of experimental trials
Trial # J48 Tree
l1 regularized
l2 loss SVM
l1 regularized
logistic regression
Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC Accuracy AUC
1 58.1264 50.0 58.1235 51.0924 58.1249 51.022
2 58.1264 50.0 58.1274 51.1199 58.1239 51.0422
3 58.1264 50.0 58.1164 52.4126 58.1218 52.363
4 62.8594 65.5 58.1247 53.1156 58.1228 53.0993
5 62.8602 65.5 58.1208 53.2223 58.1237 53.1908
6 -3 - 54.5787 49.6222 58.117 52.3618
7 - - 53.9004 49.1787 53.8935 49.1782
8 - - 58.2426 57.4292 57.9544 53.8952
9 62.8602 65.5 57.6824 53.0707 57.7788 53.0431
10 - - 57.5265 52.8866 57.5589 52.9118
11 58.1264 50.0 58.1469 55.8746 58.1758 55.8091
12 58.1264 50.0 61.7238 64.3347 61.7068 62.3015
13 - - 59.8682 60.5729 59.2511 59.1736
14 - - 61.3449 62.6072 61.4744 62.5586
15 - - 62.1214 63.8882 61.6601 63.9978
16 - - 61.9736 63.8882 61.9536 63.8853
17 - - 63.1187 67.7264 63.063 66.2326
18 - - 63.8776 67.7264 63.6178 67.2293
19 - - 75.1344 79.3292 72.3891 79.0202
20 - - 75.1168 82.5049 78.8846 82.1361
21 - - 75.1185 82.5365 74.9592 82.1753
22 - - 75,1081 82.5141 74.9575 82.1441
a subset of features that may be more important than the others. Consequently, these
features would also be the factors that contribute the most to gender bias. We use the
odds-ratio for the analysis of feature ranks.
Because of the implicit feature selection capability of l1-regularization, a few features are
assigned a negligible weight, while the others are given more precedence. For a binary
class problem such as ours, the model outputs the negative weights to signify the features
which are important for predicting the other class. We report the positive and negative
weights as Male and Female specific features. The top 20 features that are most important
for predicting the gender of a professor are listed in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Top 20 ranked features(all features)
Rank Feature/Feature # Feature type Weight Gender preference
1 ‘sweet’ Word vector 0.7524 Female
2 ‘person’ Word vector 0.3642 Female
3 ‘wonderful’ Word vector 0.3615 Female
4 ‘cool’ Word vector 0.283 Male
5 ‘funny’ Word vector 0.2475 Male
6 52 Standard deviation 0.2149 Female
7 ‘loved’ Word vector 0.2072 Female
8 ‘love’ Word vector 0.1707 Female
9 ‘amazing’ Word vector 0.1538 Female
10 53 Standard deviation 0.1444 Male
11 3 Direct 0.1207 Male
12 ‘fun’ Word vector 0.1086 Female
13 ‘helpful’ Word vector 0.098 Female
14 ‘ever’ Word vector 0.0924 Male
15 ‘boring’ Word vector 0.0911 Male
16 4 Direct 0.0892 Male
17 ‘sense’ Word vector 0.0872 Male
18 ‘great’ Word vector 0.0868 Male
19 1 Direct 0.0868 Female
20 ‘worst’ Word vector 0.0808 Female
Among features adapted or derived from RMP rating scores, helpfulness and interest level
have the best predicting power, and their standard deviations being ranked higher than
the average scores. Most of these features (3 out of 4) among the top 20 features, the
rating scores favor men. Interestingly, interest level scores are also the ones which are
excluded from the calculation of overall quality of a professor.
It is very clear from the above Table 4.5 that while all features contribute in varying extent
to detecting gender bias, it is indeed the word vectors that play the most important role.
In fact, 8 of the top 10 and 14 of the top 20 features are word vectors that have helped
in prediction of gender. Words such as ‘sweet’, ‘wonderful’, ‘loved’ and ‘amazing’ are
preferred in the predicting female professors, males are described better with words like
‘cool’, ‘funny’ and ‘boring’.
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Judging by their importance, we further perform a classification using just the word
vectors as features. The classifier returned an accuracy of 70.9371% and an AUC score
of 77.005%. The top 20 weighted vectors are reported in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Top 20 ranked word vectors
Rank Feature/ Feature # Weight Gender preference
1 ‘sweet’ 0.738 Female
2 ‘wonderful’ 0.3488 Female
3 ‘cool’ 0.2973 Male
4 ‘funny’ 0.2447 Male
5 ‘loved’ 0.2107 Female
6 ‘love’ 0.1459 Female
7 ‘amazing’ 0.1328 Female
8 ‘sense’ 0.1232 Male
9 ‘fun’ 0.1064 Female
10 ‘great’ 0.1026 Male
11 ‘helpful’ 0.0956 Female
12 ‘boring’ 0.0920 Male
13 ‘real’ 0.0918 Male
14 ‘knowledgable’ 0.0911 Male
15 ‘problems’ 0.0820 Male
16 ‘loves’ 0.0812 Male
17 ‘tough’ 0.0765 Female
18 ‘knows’ 0.0751 Male
19 ‘best’ 0.0713 Male
20 ‘interested’ 0.0682 Male
While it is interesting to note that the performance of the classifier falls a little in com-
parison to all features. However, the performance remains better than the best trial
performance without using word vectors. This is a significant result as this entails the
necessity of considering the text comments in student reviews, and validates a suggestion
from an earlier study involving teaching evaluations (Stark and Freishtat, 2014). Thus,
in the case of computational constraints, the classifier can be expected to perform satis-
factorily in predicting gender, provided the most important features (word vectors and
direct features like helpfulness and interest level) are used.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The obscurity of underlying causes that gives rise to gender inequality often veil impli-
cating evidence of gender bias, and this is true irrespective of whether in physical life
or in the virtual online presence. Therefore, it is often hard to instantly notice the bias
with enough clarity. However, once the root elements that imply the divide are better
understood, it becomes easier to notice the previously unobvious.
We faced a similar problem in our pursuit of deciphering the inequality. To revisit our
course of action, we took a systematic path that included, but were not limited to:
1. Understanding gender inequality and it’s various related forms. We followed up and
expanded on Boring’s work on gender bias in student evaluations (Boring, 2015).
Her work explains the different ways in which women instructors face disparity in
terms of rating scores as compared to men. She also explains the bias that is ap-
parent from not just the gender of the instructor, rather the gener of the student
reviewer adds in to the bias, where male and female students tend to rate male
instructors higher than women. When considering the case of a triad of teaching
instructors, the combination that worked the best in terms of gaining student sat-
isfaction consisted of one male and two female instructors. But even for this case,
the male outperformed the female instructors throughout all rating measures.
2. In order to understand the various ways in which gender inequality has affected
the society at large, we followed up on published materials and internet media, and
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identified a hundred questions. These questions can be followed up with appropriate
data from online sources. Along the way, we recognized student reviews to be
affected by the stigma of gender inequality, and focused our research goals towards
the same.
3. Collecting information-rich data about professors at the university level and their
student reviews. Further wrangling allowed some preliminary analysis, and led to
interesting facts that detailed the areas where gender inequality could be identified
and observed. Based on the perceptions of the student reviewers, we found that
students do not find women to be as respectable as men. They also feel that
male instructors are better at being inspirational and hilarious, while knowledge
about the professors’ inherent quality proved this perception wrong. Looking at
the rating scores, we find that male professors do better than females better on
clarity, helpfulness and easiness, and also in the overall scores they have achieved.
Considering disciplines of study, it was found that most of the disciplines show
disparity in the average overall scores of female professors as compared to males.
4. Testing the hypothesis that the dataset is biased by gender, and validating the
hypothesis with a l1-regularized logistic regression learning model. The results
showed a significant evidence of gender bias. When considering only word vectors,
the model was learned with a good enough AUC, further realizing the importance of
the words, and more importantly, the text content in a review, in detecting gender
bias.
5. Ranking features depending on their predictive power. This assured that a reduced
dataset with select few features can be used to achieve similar model performance.
While most of the closely related work look at primary Likert scale responses from stu-
dents collected via university wide surveys to perform their analysis of gender inequality
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(Andersen and Miller, 1997, Boring, 2015, Stark and Freishtat, 2014), our approach as-
sumes a more holistic view, encompassing subjective responses in text comments which
allows scope for sentiment and text mining. Our framework distinguishes itself by the
following ways:
1. The scale of data used is larger than any previously known study in this area. Also,
the data is collected from online sources, where student voluntarily submit reviews,
as opposed to surveys where anonymousness is a key issue for various reasons.
Moreover, the online platform allows us a wider reach in terms of geographical
locations, universities and disciplines.
2. Not only do we consider numeric features, we also take into account linguistic
features like parts of speech, sentiment measures, text features, and crowd bias
features.
3. Word vectors, a key feature type ensure that we scrutinize the comments for im-
portant words pertaining to each of both genders. This also opens up the avenues
for further lexical analyses.
To our knowledge, this is one of the first attempts at using data science algorithms
to solve the global problem of gender inequality. While our approach may have been
straightforward, variations of the same could be evaluated to understanding and assessing
the problem, the rich nature of data collected and features such as grade, isAttendance,
tags can play an important role in better understanding bias. It shall also be interesting
to see how the reviews vary depending on whether the institution/university is a public or
private. While the states of America do not show much difference of rating the professors
based on their gender, looking at conservativeness of states depending on the geographical
divisions o USA could open up newer results. A time series analysis of reviews based on
their datestamps may uncover interesting results. Further to our good performance using
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text features, other forms of natural language processing algorithms may evaluate the
linguistic features alongside the text-based ones.
Due to the anonymized reviews, it is difficult to evaluate the gender bias that arises from
the reviewer being of same or opposite gender to the reviewee. It will be interesting to
follow this work up with a method that allows labelling the reviewer’s gender, and then
tallying the results.
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Appendix A
Gender Inequality - 100 Questions
A.1 Reaction
1. How does Twitter feel about the Academy Awards Best Actor versus the Best
Actress? (O’Neil, 2015)
2. What kind of comments do male and female ’YouTubers’ garner? (Luscombe,
2014a,c)
3. How does Facebook/Twitter react to breaking news reports when reported by a
male journalist as compared to a female journalist? (Sonderman, 2011)
4. What do YouTube users think of similarly popular male and female artists? Exam-
ples below
Eminem (Not Afraid - Views: 710,276,180, Comments: 860,756) (Marshall, 2010)
Lady Gaga (Bad Romance - Views: 649,444,263, Comments: 877,813) (Gaga, 2009)
5. What were reactions to the death of popular male and female celebrities by drug
overdoses, when other demographic features are controlled for? (mercuryblues,
2014)
6. Are the reactions to appointment of CEOs gender biased? (Lee, 2003, Oyotode
et al., 2015)
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7. How does the society react to single fathers as compared to single mothers? (Kate,
2014)
8. What is the internet’s stance on equal Wimbledon’s prize money for Men’s and
Women’s Singles winners, eight years after it was officially announced? (Ford,
2014)
9. How did the social media react to Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella’s public suggestion
to women to not worry about raises? (Barr, 2014)
10. JK Rowling assumed the pen name ”Robert Galbraith” for The Cuckoo’s Calling,
and a few more crime fiction novels What were the reactions to either of the gendered
alter egos of the same person? (Hugel, 2013)
11. What are the reactions to laws that promote equal salaries for men and women in
similar positions? (Commission, 2010, Jowit, 2015)
12. How do audiences react to different genres of music from male and female musicians?
(Mayberry, 2013)
13. What is the attitude towards representation of men and women in Renaissance,
Modern and Victorian Literatures? (Fortin, 2014)
14. How does Twitter react when male and female characters from popular TV shows
are killed off? (Konnikova, 2013)
A.2 Perception
15. Gender roles - myth or reality? (Barnett, 2004)
16. How are content in gender-targeted magazines (like Women’s Health Magazine and
Men’s Health Magazine) received by their readers? (Ratcliff, 2014)
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17. What are the chances of content being re-shared when it is posted by a male as
compared to a female? (Bennett, 2012)
18. Would ’genderbending’ popular fictional characters be equally popular? How would
fans like their favorite comic book characters gender-swapped? (Huh and Williams,
2010)
19. What forms of gender inequality can be observed from trending hashtags on Twit-
ter? (Rightler-McDaniels and Hendrickson, 2014)
20. Is there benevolent sexism involved in the portrayal of men and women in adver-
tisements? (Sheehan, 2013, Tuchman, 1979)
21. How are the roles of breadwinner and homemaker associated with gender? (Cun-
ningham, 2008, Gardner, 2003, Luscombe, 2014b)
22. Is smoking perceived differently by the society when done by men as compared to
women? (Warren et al., 2006)
23. Women are bad drivers - how true is this stereotype? (Hamilton, 2015)
24. What are the effects of sexism in comedy and humor? (Ford and Ferguson, 2004)
25. Is there gender bias in dating websites? (Hwang, 2013)
26. How are male and female pivotal characters portrayed in fiction? (Mlawski, 2010,
Mosse, 2013)
27. How strong are laws regarding sex-selective abortions? (Kalantry, 2014)
28. What roles are generally preferred for male and female characters in literature?
(Konnikova, 2013)
29. Is there sexism among the LGBTQIA+ community? (Ward, 2000)
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30. Does the society think women are more emotional than men? (Lalama, 2004)
31. Do men and women both have equal opportunities of assuming the nurturing role?
(UNFPA, 2005)
32. What were the overall representation of male and female protagonists in popular
TV shows? (Lowe, 2014)
33. In a lawless society, is a man or a woman more likely to get killed/victimized?
(Kellermann and Mercy, 1992)
34. What can be said about the gender associations in an Implicit Association Test
(IAT)? (Greenwald et al., 2009)
35. Do curfew hours change by gender? (Kyine, 2013)
36. How does gender bias affect medical diagnoses? (Young et al., 1996)
37. Does the man or the woman talk more in a conversation? (Tannen, 1991)
38. ’Going Dutch’ for a dinner date - equality or lack of etiquette? (Gneezy et al., 2004,
Talbot and Quayle, 2010)
39. How are inanimate objects assigned genders? (Found in Old English) (Curzan,
2003, Jackson, 2012)
40. How likely is subject A (gender blinded) to be classified as a ’dick’ or a ’bitch’ for
being involved in different kinds of socially unacceptable behaviors? (Basile, 2011)
41. What is the likelihood of men or women being the victim in cases of domestic
violence? (Chuirazzi, 2015, Sarrel and Masters, 1982)
42. How right or wrong are the perceptions of the society to treat a transgendered
person as one of the classical genders? (Schilt and Westbrook, 2009)
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43. Are men’s rights movement very similar to radical feminism? (White, 2011)
44. How equal are the participation of women and men in men’s rights movements and
feminism respectively? (Deven, 2011, Pape, 2011)
45. Should men and women be segregated in professional sports? (Messner, 2002)
46. Should men and women be allowed equal participation in the defense forces? (AS-
SOCIATION, 2013)
47. Who lies more - Males or Females? (Brooke, 2015, Grose, 2015)
48. How are toys for children gender-coded and stereotyped? (Cherney et al., 2003)
49. How does gender based discrimination affect physical sports/activities like body-
building? (Lowe, 1998)
50. How do commercials correlate products with gender? (Meaning, 2013)
51. What form of gender inequality prevails in the adult entertainment industry? (Cata-
nia et al., 1990)
52. Should chivalry be expected of both the genders? (Andress, 2012)
A.3 Economics
53. How much is the gender gap in wages and salaries in the IT and Tech Industry?
(Farrell, 2005, PayScale, 2012)
54. What are the attrition rates in different industries affected by gender bias? (Farrell,
2005, PayScale, 2012)
55. What is the impact of gender inequality on global economy? (McBain, 2014)
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56. Is the distribution of pay gender-dependent for different professions? (Farrell, 2005)
57. How is crowdsourcing affected by gender? (Phillips, 2011)
58. How many hours of work does a woman need to put in to match a man’s $1 of
income? (Kochhar, 2013)
59. Who controls the household finances - Men or Women? (Bialik, 2011)
60. Who does the grocery shopping for the family? (Goodman, 2008, Grocer, 2013)
61. Are insurance/retirement plans same for men and women? / Is there a plan that is
not gender driven? (Palmer, 2015, Writers, 2013)
62. How equal are the rights to property for both the genders globally? (Agarwal, 1994)
63. How does gender equality affect the GDP of nations? 76
64. ”Reproductive health indicators used in the GII do not have equivalent indicators
for males”. What forms of inequalities arise from this unequal treatment of gender?
(Report, 2015)
65. Twice the funds are spent on breast cancer research as compared to prostate cancer
research Are there other healthcare research disparities when considering gender-
related diseases? (Benatar, 2012)
66. How equal are the concepts of maternal and paternal leave in a professional envi-
ronment? (Ravn and Wetterberg, 2009)
67. What are the implications of men and women earning differently in a household?
(Torabi, 2014)
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A.4 Career, Education and Research
68. Are male and female professors rated differently by students on online platforms
like RateMyProfessors? (Powell, 2016)
69. Do the teachers in elementary/primary schools give preferential treatment (in terms
of grades) to children on the basis of their gender? (Cornwell et al., 2013)
70. What is the impact of ’guy thing versus girl thing’ notion when considering gender
roles in academia and research participation? (Rice, 2012)
71. How are gender differences and informal professional networking correlated? (Wald-
strøm et al., 2001)
72. Are women more likely to fit into a receptionist position than men? (Csanady,
2015)
73. How does gender gap affect the fields of Science and Mathematics? (Angier and
Chang, 2005, Niederle and Vesterlund, 2010)
74. How much is the divide in the participation of men and women in hazardous occu-
pations? (Hoskins, 2005, Knestaut, 1996, Mantle, 2015, Smith, 2013)
75. How likely is it for a woman to be associated with research with another man as
compared to another woman? (Rice, 2015)
76. Is it more likely to find men in career pole positions than women? (Slaughter, 2012)
77. How does motherhood slow women down at their professions? (Paik et al., 2007,
Rice, 2011)
78. How does being a family person affect men and women as professionals? (Parker,
2015)
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79. If there is equal opportunity between genders, will there be equal outcomes? (Anony-
mous, 2015, Arneson, 2015, of Mauritius, 2014, Reisman, 1997)
80. How are both genders progressing in STEM fields? (Beede et al., 2011)
81. What is the likelihood of a woman being promoted at work as compared to a man?
(Ibarra et al., 2010, Lebowitz, 2015)
82. What is the gender-wise distribution of levels of education in the world? (Lutz,
2014)
83. How do employees of both the genders perform under female supervisors? (Buchanan,
2014, Chrisler and Clapp, 2008, Newport and Wilke, 2013)
84. What measures do firms take to ensure equality in hiring when considering men
and women? (Banning, 2015, Egan, 2015)
85. How does gender stereotypes put pressure on both the genders to ’prove a point’
for the society? (Basow, 1992, Garst and Bodenhausen, 1997)
86. How are both the genders taken into account when designing leadership development
workshops? (Ely et al., 2011)
87. Does gender inequality affect postdoctoral researchers? (Doornebal, 2014)
88. How do hiring rates differ for men and women during periods of job scarcity? (Ac-
cess, 2014)
89. Who is more likely to be the next successful entrepreneur - a man or a woman?
(Strohmeyer et al., 2010)
90. How does gender bias affect a musician? (McSweeney, 2013)
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A.5 Policy and Decision Making
91. Who handles the authoritative/leadership roles better - Men or Women? (Center,
2015a, Garber, 2012)
92. Which gender makes better political executives? (Center, 2008, 2015b)
93. How does gender impact the political agendas and activism on social media? (Loiseau
and Nowacka)
94. How different are punishments for criminals in case of male and female perpetrators?
(Mossière and Dalby, 2008, Starr, 2015)
95. Are there gender stereotyped perceptions regarding the victim and perpetrator?
(Houry et al., 2008)
96. Do we have equal disciplinary measures for males and females, ranging from the
household to the multinational companies to the judicial system? (Shapiro, 2000)
97. How does the law protect both the sexes from cases of domestic violence? (Statistics,
2012)
98. How would expectations change from a female President, should the US elect a
female as POTUS? (Fox, 2013)
99. What is the difference between economic aids provided to both the sexes in third
world countries? (Gunn, 2012)
100. How does gender bias affect efficiency in non-domestic roles? (Silverstein and Sayre,
2009)
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Appendix B
Data Collection and Labeling
An initial scan of public repositories did not yield any suitable data source that could be
used for the purpose of our work. As a solution, we scraped the required information,
performed preliminary clean up of the raw data, and labelled the professor’s gender with
the help of second person pronouns used in the comments.
B.1 Scraping
RMP web pages are built on JavaServer Pages (JSP) to support their dynamic framework.
A blank search on their Search1 page returned a paginated list of professors, each of whom
are assigned an internally generated numeric ID2. We sifted through all the pages and
noted down their IDs.
To collect information on the professors, we iterated through our list of IDs and appended
to a web URL prefix, which redirected to a professor’s profile page. We ran a source code
scraper, and processed it with a Beautiful Soup 43, HTML parsing tool and stored the
relevant information in a suitable database for future querying.
Reviews were collected using a similar strategy. A JavaScript request was constructed
using a prefix URL containing the professor’s profile ID. This returned a paginated list
of reviews with required details in JSON format. We cleaned the raw JSON, stored it in
1http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/search.jsp
2This type of searching has since been disabled by RMP
3https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
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our database and cross referenced review ID with the professor’s ID to keep track of the
one-many relationship.
B.2 Labeling
RMP does not enable reviewers to report their own or the reviewee instructor’s gender.
However, we were able to decode the gender of the professor by closely following the
review comments.
Even though the review ratings do not require reporting gender, the comments tend to
not be gender-proof, owing to gendered second person pronouns like ’he’, ’him’, ’his’,
’she’, ’her’, among the others. They also sometimes contain words like ’guy’, ’gentleman’,
’lady’ which clearly indicate the gender of the professor.
For each professor, we iterated through all their review comments, and mapped the counts
of words mentioned above into Male or Female word buckets. Whichever bucket contained
more words was considered as the gender label of the professor.
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Appendix C
Screenshots
RateMyProfessors (or RMP) is the largest online destination for student reviews. De-
pending on the reviews received, RMP aggregates the ratings received by the professor
on their clarity, helpfulness and easiness. A few other details such as overall quality,
calculated from the clarity and helpfulness and reported for the professor. The top tags
received over all reviews are also reported. A screenshot for a professor’s rating summary
is given in Figure C.1.
Fig. C.1: Professor Details on RMP
However, a professor’s rating points consist of a collection of reviews received from stu-
dents. In each review, a student can mention their own rating points for the professor on
clarity, helpfulness and easiness. In addition to this, the students can choose upto three
tags that are one word descriptions that the student believes best describes the professor.
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A text comment follows each review, which serves as a more subjective measure of the
professor’s teaching. An example of reviews is given in Figure C.2.
Fig. C.2: Sample reviews on RMP
Figures C.3 and C.4 on Pages 67 and 68 gives a detailed explanation of the review
collection process, including the Likert scale rating system for clarity, helpfulness and
easiness, the tags field, the comments field, the grades received by the student and a few
other details.
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Fig. C.3: Review Collection page on RMP - Part 1
67
Fig. C.4: Review Collection page on RMP - Part 2
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